FR20
Fixed Mount Barcode Scanner

Product Overview:
The FR20 from Newland is a fast and dependable
fixed mount scanner that can be sat on any
countertop or work surface. The device has been
designed and optimised to perform well in bars
and ticketing stations, and the built-in scan engine
can read codes from phone and tablet screens
with ease; perfect for quickly scanning tickets or
loyalty codes at point of sale.
The FR20 is extremely easy to fit, and totally plug
and play compatible via USB, so everything is
ready to go right out of the box.

Reasons to buy:
✴ A counter top scanner for reading barcodes from
mobile phone screens.
✴ Ideal for loyalty codes at bars or mobile ticketing
stations.
✴ Totally plug and play USB.
✴ The optics and light conditions have been tuned
specifically for the application.

FR20
Fixed Mount Barcode Scanner
Key Features:
Outstanding scanning performance

Superior screen decoding

The FR20 can be easily placed on any desktop
work area for fast, reliable scanning. Ideal for
loyalty or ticket entry where frequent, reliable
scanning is required. As well as standard 1D
barcodes, the the FR20 can also read Data Matrix
and QR codes with ease. A larger scanning
window also allows for increased accuracy when
scanning from smartphone or tablet screens.

A larger-than-usual scanning window makes the
FR20 the perfect choice for ticketing machines and
busy club bars, allowing the device to read
barcodes easily as they are presented. What’s
more, the device has been designed specifically
with LCD screens in mind, making it ideal to read
1D and QR codes from other devices.

Compact and easy to install

Easily programmable

The FR20 is designed to fit seamlessly to any
desktop surface, allowing operators to get set up
and begin scanning within minutes. This simplicity
is echoed in the way the FR20 scans, requiring
very little effort from the operator as barcodes
repeatedly pass through.

The FR20 is ready to go right out of the box and is
USB plug and play compatible, but businesses with
particular needs will be able to further configure the
device. Detailed and easy-to-read instructions are
provided in a simple programming guide.

Ideal for…
Electronic tickets/coupons - Mobile marketing - Event entry - Clubs/bar loyalty - Office automation
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